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Introduction to the North Tillamook Library Friends Graphic Standards 

The following is an explanation of the proposed graphic standards for the North Tillamook Library 

Friends. These standards are based on my experience as a member of the NTLF Communications 

Committee, graphic artist, and nonprofit expert as well as upon research completed as part of the 

broader NTLF case study.  Included within this document is a glossary of terms, a proposed logo and any 

logo type, guidelines for use of space, color, and typography, and includes example collateral material 

generated as part of the Marketing, Media, and Communications graduate course at the University of 

Oregon, during the Fall of 2016. As an additional resource a website tutorial is also included.  

 

The North Tillamook Library Friends group is a nonprofit organization that funds the repairs and 

maintenance of the public library located in Manzanita, Oregon. Founded in 1989, the friends group has 

raised enough money to have the building designed, constructed, and repaired several times over. The 

NTLF also produces a newsletter discussing upcoming fundraising events, hosts a book sale, and hosts 

regular concerts and speaker series to generate revenue. 

Organizational Culture 

There is a board of 15 and no staff. There are several standing and ad hoc committees including a 

communications committee, a development committee, and a maintenance committee. Each 

committee is comprised of volunteers from the Board and the three village community.  It is a highly 

structured and professional nonprofit with many volunteers, most of whom have a high level of 

technical expertise.  The follow the bylaws, regularly rotate responsibilities, and are prudent financial 

managers. This high level of professionalism has resulted in the Friends receiving a large bequest for 

maintenance of the building. 
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Audience Demographics 

Although the three villages, which include Manzanita, Nehalem, and Wheeler, are very different, there 

are some similarities. All three towns have full time populations of fewer than 500 people and are 

surrounded by rural farms. The towns of Wheeler and Nehalem are very different than Manzanita in 

terms of the emphasis on tourism with Manzanita being actively marketed as a resort town and 

Nehalem and Wheeler being considered rural villages where people live and work. The library is located 

on the commercial strip of Manzanita which encompasses the 8 blocks of Laneda from the Pacific Ocean 

to Highway 101. While the library is physically located in Manzanita the NTLF board explicitly states that 

the audience is anyone visiting the area and for the residents of the three villages, for whom the North 

Tillamook Branch is the closest public library.  Residents of Manzanita are often retired or second home 

owners. Nehalem residents are often younger professionals, and Wheeler is a mix of younger 

professionals, retired artists, and service workers. The education level is high in the three villages with 

many retired professionals holding one or more secondary degrees. There is a large demographic of 

younger service workers with one or fewer secondary degrees. The population of library users is diverse 

with many local residents using the services to obtain books and media and many tourists and second 

home owners using the library for computer access and the children’s library. There is also a large 

indoor meeting space which is open to the public. 
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Glossary 

Bleed: The area outside the margins of printing. If you want a “Full Bleed” so that the color goes to the 

edge of the paper, you set the bleed at ¼” past the edge of the canvas.  

Slug: Refers to paragraph spacing.  

Margins: The white-space edge around a printed piece of material. 

Transparency:  The level which an object can be seen through, 100% is clear.  

Color: There are several color settings you might use, RGB (red, green, blue) is good for web based 

materials or non-color sensitive materials. CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black) is good for printing high 

quality materials. #000000 is for web-only colors, this would be black.  

Logotype: A single piece of type that prints a word or group of separate letters. 

Baseline: The line which sets the bottom of letters.  

Opacity: How much something can be seen through, 100% is solid.   
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Logo 

The logo found on the bottom-left is the current logo for the NTLF. There were a few considerations 

when I started revamping their logo. The first is that they were certain that they wanted to use the 

image of their sign as it is easily recognizable in the community and represents the Friend’s purpose; to 

maintain the building and grounds.  

The logo found below-center was a second draft logo that was a slight modification of their existing 

logo. While there is a simplistic element that I like about this draft, it doesn’t contain key elements 

required by the Friends. The Tillamook County Library Logo (seen on the lower right of the sign of the 

first logo) needs to be incorporated. Secondly it does not contain the word Friends, which is important 

to distinguish it between the public library system and the private nonprofit.  

The logo found below-right is the final proposed logo for the NTLF. It incorporates three elements that I 

felt represented the character of the Friends. The first is that the sign is contained within a circle to 

ground the sign and give it a contained feeling. The Circle itself is also reminiscent of some of the local 

historical signage for the three villages without being derivative. The word Friends was added, and the 

sign was turned into a bookshelf. Finally, the sign was treated with a filter to make it look like torn 

paper, which also makes the sign look a little older, to match the age of the building. Wear and tear on 

infrastructure occurs at a higher rate on the Oregon Coast. 

 

 
  

 

LogoType 

The NTLF prefers a sans serif font as it matches the existing signage. However, I selected Times New 

Roman (a serif font) that is easy to read when printed at a small scale. Further, the NTLF is limited in its 

resources at the moment and I would recommend using the most widely available fonts. Further, it 

mimics many book fonts, which are almost entirely serif fonts with few exceptions.  
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Use of Space 

Margins for standard letters should be consistent at 1” for sides, tops, and bottoms. While white space 

is important, the NTLF newsletter, one of the most common printed materials, is word heavy. The 

traditional newsletter was a 6-page effort built in InDesign and had narrow ¼” margins. This was too 

cumbersome for volunteers to manage. Instead the content heavy newsletter has been migrated to a 

blog which will have a separate set of graphic standards, included at the end of this document.  

The logo should be located at the top-right of standard printed materials such as letters. For marketing 

materials, the logo should be placed visibly on the document using a white background for the standard 

logo wherever possible. Nothing should cover or obscure the logo and the logo should be used with the 

tag line “Building a community of learners since 1987.” 

Color 

The majority of printed materials will be in black and white to save on printing costs. However, there are 

circumstances where color is necessary such as for a poster. The suggested color palate includes dark 

and light blue, green, orange, and grey. These colors were selected from a draft graphic standards 

document generated to get feedback from the communications committee.  

Dark Blue rgb(9, 45, 104) 

Light Blue rgb(130, 177, 255) 

Dark Green  rgb(11, 117, 55) 

Light Green rgb(101, 158, 124) 

Dark Orange  rgb(147, 103, 0) 

Light Orange  rgb(255, 199, 68) 

Dark Grey  rgb(35, 38, 43) 

Light Grey rgb(161, 165, 173 

 

Typography 

The library prefers a sans serif font, I recommend a standard Calibri font, as it comes standard with all of 

the Microsoft office programs and is easy to read. For a serif font, I recommend a Times New Roman 

Font. For the size I recommend 11 pt. for standard printing, for web-based works a medium font or 14 

pt. is better.  
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The images to the left, from top to 

bottom, are the business card, the 

envelope, and the letterhead, 

recommended for the NTLF. They are 

simple, clean, and leave a lot of room 

for modification. There is no name on 

the business card as it is a board run 

organization whose members change 

regularly.  
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This poster (left) is an example of a 

full bleed poster. They are more 

expensive to produce because they 

have to be trimmed down. They 

should be used for high impact 

fundraising events or for long-lasting 

posters. 

This ad is an example of a standard 

IAB ad size. It gives you an idea of the 

use of transparency and white space.  

With the exception of the logo which 

was generated in Illustrator, all of the 

graphics presented in this document 

were generated using a free online 

app called Canva. I recommend it 

with caveats; the layout changes 

when you download the product and 

the sizing and layout options are 

limited with the free version. 

However, it is very useful and perfect 

for a small nonprofit.  
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The website has limited font capabilities, while the entire site theme can be changed, in order to change 

fonts, the theme has to be modified. I designed this website in collaboration with the NTLF to be user-

friendly and easy to update.  


